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Is conventional school helping
children to prepare themselves for
the future? Education, if it is to be
useful, must help children to build
themselves as people. More
specifically, education must support
children to develop creativity to solve

The Newsstand

Check out this Ted Talk: Do Schools
Kill Creativity? by a thought leader in
progressive education, Sir Ken
Robinson. This is the most viewed
TedTalk in history, even though it's a

https://mailchi.mp/62944b8569c1/building-a-strong-character?e=[UNIQID]
http://%20https//www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity?language=en


problems, resilience in the face of
failure, and a strong sense of self.
The books and resources I mention
in this issue speak to these goals of
education. Rather than using a
certain "method" or strategy,
education should be a natural
extension of living and learning.
Essentially, this is the Montessori
approach. This winter, look for the
ways that Montessori fosters
creativity, helps children think for
themselves, and encourages them to
view mistakes as mere parts of their
learning processes. Look closely in
your classrooms at how children love
to learn. Steep yourselves in
collective gratitude that we have this
revolutionary education!

few years old. That tells us
something about public concern over
today's schooling methods!

Insights from Maria

Forest Bluff School teachers read Montessori’s The Formation of Man this fall. It is a short but very rich
reflection on her work and discoveries. Dr. Montessori makes the point that it is not the fact that students

dive so impressively into certain work, (such as creating huge equations and solving them,) it is the
character that develops from such explorations – that is the point of this educational approach. She

writes, “If we were to eliminate not only the name, “Method” but also its common misconception, [that this
is a teaching method] things would become much clearer. We must consider the human personality and
not a method of education. For the word method we must substitute something like this: 'Help given in

order that the human personality may achieve its independence…' "(p. 6, The Formation of Man)  

To purchase a copy of The Formation of Man by Maria Montessori:  
http://www.montessori-namta.org/Books-by-Montessori/The-Formation-of-Man 

 

Words for Thought

Screen Schooled, Two Veteran Teachers
Expose How Technology Overuse is

https://www.amazon.com/Screen-Schooled-Veteran-Teachers-Technology/dp/1613739516


Making Our Kids Dumber, by Joe Clement
and Matt Miles, is a well-written, well-

researched reflection on what is
happening in schools where children are

spending more and more time on screens.
These two longtime teachers have

experience in the tech world and describe
very clearly how they see students

changing in response to the amount of
screen time they spend inside and outside
of school. The authors cite research and
give compelling first-hand anecdotes.  

Why read this if your school doesn’t use
screens for teaching? Because our

students and parents are surrounded by
screen use in their homes and everywhere
in our current culture. This book is packed

with reasons to maximize the very
techniques and values of the Montessori

approach. With Montessori, we are
already ahead of the times, working with

children in the ways they learn best.

The Gift of Failure is one of my favorite
books to recommend to parents,

especially ones who tend to do things for
their children even when they know they

ought to let them do things for themselves,
(like bring their lunches to school every

time they forget them, or pack their sports
clothes in their backpacks for them, or
remind them of what they need to do!)

Jessica Lahey, a longtime teacher and a
parent herself, explains so well why

parents set their children up for success
by allowing them such little failures. This is
a great book for a parent discussion in any

school, and fits nicely with Montessori
education and our emphasis on building

independence and responsibility, gradually
and joyfully. 

 

Events

https://www.amazon.com/Screen-Schooled-Veteran-Teachers-Technology/dp/1613739516
https://www.amazon.com/Gift-Failure-Parents-Children-Succeed/dp/0062299255/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=gift+of+failure&qid=1578238719&s=books&sr=1-1


Wisconsin Montessori Society (WMS) 
Wisconsin has had a strong Montessori presence, in great thanks to their state

organization. The vibrant conferences they hold every November attract inspiring keynote
speakers. I was sad to miss this year, and highly recommend attending if you are near

Wisconsin or can make the trip. There are wonderful schools to see in the Madison and
Milwaukee areas. If you want to see some good examples of public Montessori schools,

take a trip to Milwaukee. See the excellent recent article in NCMPS newspaper,
MontessoriPublic, by Phil Dosmann:

https://www.montessoripublic.org/2019/10/montessori-in-milwaukee-public-schools/ 
  

Montessori Public Policy Initiative, (MPPI) 
If you care about promoting Montessori education for all children, learn about the
Montessori Public Policy Initiative (MPPI), an organization dedicated to supporting

educators and children to get more, high-quality Montessori into public schools. MPPI
knows more about public Montessori and the policies and state regulations, obstacles and
successes, than anyone; this is your go-to group! Created by the then-presidents of AMI

and AMS, Virginia McHugh and Rich Ungerer, this organization bridges all Montessori and
welcomes everyone to learn more and get involved. To see what events are near you this

year, see: 
https://montessoriadvocacy.org/events/
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